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PART	1:	Introduction:	Why	now?	What	now?
PART	2:	Recent	scientific	findings
PART	3:	Specific	strategies	for	promoting	social	
and	emotional	learning	and	well-being	in	early	
adolescence



TAKE HOME MESSAGES
qEarly adolescence is a transitional point in development –
one in which there is an increased time of risk – as well as 
an opportunity for intervention and prevention.

q There is an inextricable link between social emotional 
competence and school and life success– this link 
becomes particularly salient during early adolescence.

qAll research points to the importance of creating 
educational environments that match the developmental 
needs of early adolescents.











KEY ISSUES
• Increased research attention to early adolescence in the last 

20 years.

• Few developmental periods are characterized by so many 
changes at so many levels --pubertal changes,cognitive and 
brain development, social and emotional development, school 
transitions, peer relations, and parent - adolescent 
relationships.

• Adolescence is characterized as a time of risk, particularly 
early adolescence.











Early Adolescence as a Transitional Period 
in Development:

•Turning points in development
• Entrance to school (early childhood)
• Pre-adolescence (9-12 year olds)

•Times of increased risk (stress pile-up),
•Times of increased opportunity for 
prevention/intervention efforts.





“All	of	us,	at	some	moment,	have	had	a	vision	of	our	existence	as	

something	unique,	untransferable,	and	very	precious.	This	

revelation	almost	always	takes	place	during	adolescence.	”

- Octavio Paz



Reason #1
•The early adolescent years are an 
important period in which many 
changes occur.



Cognitively				

Socially				

Academically				

Physically

Early adolescence is a transitional time: 



The Early Adolescent Years: Research 
Findings

•Cognitive changes 
• move from concrete to abstract thinking.
• become more self-aware, planful, and reflective.
• become more self-conscious

• Children’s personalities, behaviors, and competencies during 
the early adolescent years may consolidate into forms persisting 
into adolescence and adulthood (Collins, 1984).





Early adolescence:  Developmental Changes

• Emotional
• Increased stress (for example, stress with school 

exams, friends)
• Introspectiveness – awareness of emotional life
• A need to rely on others versus need to figure things 

out independently



Early adolescence:  Developmental Changes

• Social
• peer influence and peer conformity increases
• friendships become more intimate 
• increased need to be accepted by peers
• increased conflict with parents 
• seek adult role models outside the home
• parents continue to play a significant role in 

adolescents’ lives







Reason #2
•The early adolescent years is a time of 
important changes in the brain



Dan Siegel Video

http://cflearning.org/myths-of-the-adolescent-brain

http://cflearning.org/myths-of-the-adolescent-brain












Social & Emotional 
Fitness

















The Science of Resiliency



“EVERY CHILD WHO ENDS UP DOING WELL

HAS HAD AT LEAST ONE STABLE AND

COMMITTED RELATIONSHIP WITH A SUPPORTIVE

ADULT.”











https://youtu.be/jg8mvc5YbKo


https://youtu.be/L8fo7n0C9E8






Happiness!







Happiness	Influences	Learning

• We	learn	more	and	retain	more	information	when	
we	are	in	a	positive	move	state.

• Happiness	is	contagious.



Happiness is Contagious



https://youtu.be/KepwblB1gn0





